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Abstract
This paper describes an onsite comparison of two different digital impedance bridges when
performing measurements on a quantum Hall resistance standard with the purpose of realizing
the SI unit of capacitance, the farad. In the EMPIR Joint Research Project 18SIB07 GIQS,
graphene impedance quantum standards, the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB),
Germany, developed a Josephson impedance bridge, and the Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca
Metrologica (INRIM) and the Politecnico di Torino (POLITO), Italy, developed an electronic
digital impedance bridge. The former is based on Josephson waveform generators and the
latter on an electronic waveform synthesizer. The INRIM–POLITO impedance bridge was
moved to PTB and the two bridges were compared by measuring both temperature-controlled
standards and a graphene AC quantized Hall resistance (QHR) standard. The uncertainties for
the calibration of 10 nF capacitance standards at 1233 Hz are within 1 × 10−8 for the PTB’s
bridge and around 1 × 10−7 for the INRIM–POLITO’s bridge. The comparison mutually
validates the two bridges within the combined uncertainty. The result confirms that digital
impedance bridges allow the realization of the SI farad from the QHR with uncertainties
comparable with the best calibration capabilities of the BIPM and the major National
Metrology Institutes.

Keywords: impedance metrology, quantized Hall resistance standards, impedance bridges,
graphene, Josephson arbitrary waveform synthesizers

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Since the 2018 revision to the International System of Units
(SI) [1], the units of impedance, ohm Ω, farad F and henry H,
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of the work, journal citation and DOI.

can be realized by using a quantized Hall resistance (QHR)
standard, either in DC (DCQHR standard) or AC (ACQHR
standard) [1, appendix 2], [2–4].

In the DC approach, a DCQHR standard is employed to cal-
ibrate a resistance standard with an accurately known AC–DC
transfer ratio [5–7], allowing its DC value to be transferred to
the working frequency of interest.

In the AC approach, an ACQHR standard is employed
to directly calibrate a resistance or a capacitance standard
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at the frequency of interest. Before the introduction of dig-
ital technologies, this operation could be performed only by
means of transformer-ratio bridges, where an impedance ratio
is compared with a voltage or current ratio generated by a
transformer [8, 9]. A resistance standard can be calibrated
by a transformer-ratio bridge against a single ACQHR stan-
dard, but the calibration of a capacitance standard requires
a quadrature bridge with two ACQHR standards [10]. This
is a complex apparatus achieving the highest measurement
accuracy, but whose implementation and operation is beyond
the capabilities of most national metrology institutes. In recent
years, however, impedance bridges based on polyphase digital
signal synthesizers and capable of measuring impedance ratios
across the whole complex plane have emerged as measuring
systems suitable for primary impedance metrology [11–22].
In these fully-digital impedance bridges, an impedance ratio is
determined by a voltage ratio generated by either an electronic
polyphase synthesizer or two Josephson arbitrary waveform
synthesizers (JAWS). Impedance bridges of this kind, com-
pared to traditional transformer-ratio bridges, are simpler to
implement and operate, making them suitable and affordable
by a broader range of laboratories, from national metrology
institutes to calibration laboratories.

For the implementation of QHR standards, gallium arsenide
(GaAs) devices have been the workhorses of resistance and
impedance metrology for about thirty years, but graphene
devices have recently proved to be a viable alternative, allow-
ing the realization of the quantum Hall effect at lower magnetic
field and higher temperature with respect to those needed with
GaAs devices [23–27].

Within the framework of the EMPIR joint research project
18SIB07 GIQS, graphene impedance quantum standards [28],
the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Germany,
developed a four-terminal-pair Josephson digital impedance
bridge, and the Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica
(INRIM) and the Politecnico di Torino (POLITO), Italy, devel-
oped a four-terminal-pair electronic digital impedance bridge
to enable an efficient traceability of impedance quantities to a
graphene ACQHR. To assess the performance of these novel
impedance bridges in the realization of the unit farad with
a mutual validation, the INRIM–POLITO impedance bridge
was moved to PTB. A short summary reporting the concept of
this assessment was presented in [29] and this paper presents
the full results of the comparison.

Sections 2 and 3 briefly describe the two impedance
bridges. Section 4 describes the ACQHR employed in the
comparison. Section 5 describes the temperature-controlled
resistance and capacitance standards also employed in the
comparison. Finally, section 6 reports and discusses the exper-
imental results.

In the following, all relevant impedances are defined as
four-terminal-pair (4TP) impedances [30], and the impedance
of the ACQHR standard is defined by the well-known triple-
connection scheme [31]. The terms terminal pair and port will
be considered as equivalent and used interchangeably.

2. The PTB Josephson impedance bridge

2.1. General description

The Josephson impedance bridge is designed to perform: (i)
ratio measurements of like impedances (resistor to resistor
R : R or capacitor to capacitor C : C); (ii) quadrature mea-
surements of unlike impedances (resistor to capacitor R : C);
and (iii) ratio measurements of an impedance standard to a
graphene ACQHR standard. Details about all components of
the bridge, the Josephson system and most of the balancing
procedure can be found in [22]. Since the measurement of
type (iii) is presented in detail in [22], here we focus on
the description of measurement types (i) and (ii). The ratio
measurement of equal impedances is typically performed in
a frequency range from 53 Hz to 50 kHz with rms signal
amplitudes up to 100 mV. Measurement frequencies below
50 Hz are possible too, but this would need a different set of
detection transformers. In fact, the system is operated at 53 Hz
as its lowest frequency to avoid the harmonics of the power line
frequency (50 Hz). Also higher operating frequencies should
be possible but have not been tested yet.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the bridge. The
two Josephson junction arrays (marked with X) consist of
9000 and 12 000 junctions and are immersed in liquid helium.
The impedance standards used in this work are described in
section 5. Two active equalizers are added in different network
meshes of the impedance bridge to ensure current equalization:
one between the output of JAWS1 and the detection transformer
DHP1 and one between the low potential terminal of Z2 (LP2)
and the ultra-low noise AC amplifier before the detector D2.

2.2. Balancing procedure

The procedure starts with the adjustment of the currents in the
high potential arms. For this purpose, two sources S1 and S2 are
used to inject currents IHC1 and IHC2 at the high current ports
HC1 and HC2, respectively. The amplitude and phase of IHP1

and IHP2 are changed until the detector readings of DHP1 and
DHP2 are minimized. Next, the Kelvin balance will be carried
out by adjusting amplitude and phase of the source SK to min-
imize the difference between the detector readings at LP1 and
LP2. The main balance is defined by detector readings UD1 and
UD2 and its real and imaginary parts are minimized by tuning
the amplitude and phase of voltage U2. The adequate phase
setting of detector D1 and D2 were deduced from a 100μV V−1

jump of the real part U1 which is also used to determine
the sensitivity coefficients for the ratio measurements. In an
iterative process, the amplitude and phase of U2 are adjusted
until the detector readings UD1 and UD2 are close to zero.

The impedance ratio is calculated as

Z2

Z1
=

U2

U1

[
1 +

1
2

(
UD1

S1
+

UD2

S2

)
+

1
2

(
UD1

SK1
− UD2

SK2

)]
, (1)

where S1 and S2 are the sensitivity coefficients of the bridge
for the Z1 and Z2 connection networks. SK1 and SK2 denote
coefficient terms for the Kelvin injection networks. For the
case of a perfectly balanced bridge, UD1 and UD2 equal zero
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of PTB’s 4TP Josephson impedance bridge setup comparing two impedance standards Z1 and Z2. The high
potential ports HP1 and HP2 of both impedance standards are defined by voltages from JAWS1 and JAWS2, respectively. On-chip low-pass
filters are labeled with ‘F’. The injected currents IHC1 and IHC2 at the high current ports HC1 and HC2 are adjusted until the readings of
detection transformers DHP1 and DHP2 in the high potential arms are close to zero. The Kelvin source SK is connected at the low current ports
LC1 and LC2 to balance the output voltages at low potential ports LP1 and LP2. The amplified voltages UD1 and UD2 are measured by
detectors D1 and D2.

and the impedance ratio deduced from (1) is simply given by

Z2

Z1
=

U2

U1
. (2)

To compensate systematic errors in the bridge setup (e.g.,
connecting cables, imperfect grounding), the ratios were mea-
sured in forward (F) and reverse (R) configurations. The for-
ward configuration is defined by applying U1 to Z1 and U2

to Z2. The forward ratio is detected as (Z2/Z1)F. The reverse
configuration is achieved when voltages U2 to Z1 and U1 to Z2

are applied. The complete bridge is rebalanced after changing
the applied potentials as described above. The reverse ratio is
detected as (Z2/Z1)R. The final ratio is given by the geometric
mean of the forward and reverse measurements

Z2

Z1
=

√(
Z2

Z1

)
F

(
Z2

Z1

)
R

. (3)

In addition to the aforementioned impedance ratio mea-
surements, the 4TP Josephson impedance bridge can also be
used to directly compare impedance standards to a graphene
ACQHR standard. A detailed description of this device can be

found in section 4. The schematic diagram of the measurement
setup can be found in [22]. Due to the unique features of the
QHR no Kelvin injection is needed. Therefore, the balancing
procedure reduces to the optimization of the currents in the
high potential arms and of the main balance. The impedance
is now given by

Z2

RH
=

U2

U1
+

UD

U1
S, (4)

where S is the sensitivity coefficient. Further information on
this setup and measurement results can be found in [22].

2.3. Uncertainty considerations and contributing
components

The measurement models used in the evaluation of the uncer-
tainty for an impedance ratio measurement and for the com-
parison of an impedance standard to the graphene ACQHR
standard are presented in (a) and (b) below:

(a) Uncertainty of an impedance ratio measurement. The
ratio W of the impedances can be calculated from (1), and
the mathematical model for the uncertainty evaluation is
determined as

3
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W +ΔW = (Uratio +ΔUJAWS +ΔUcable)

× [1 + (M +ΔM) + (K +ΔK)], (5)

with W = Z1/Z2, Uratio = U1/U2, M = (UD1/S1 +
UD2/S2)/2, K = (UD1/SK1 − UD2/SK2)/2 and ΔW is
the uncertainty of the ratio value. ΔUJAWS, ΔUcable, ΔM
and ΔK are approximated uncertainties related to the
components which are used to calculate the ratio.

(b) Uncertainty for comparing an impedance standard to the
graphene ACQHR. The ratio WQHR of an impedance to the
QHR is calculated from (4), and the mathematical model
for the uncertainty evaluation is determined as

WQHR +ΔWQHR = Uratio +ΔUJAWS +ΔUcable

+ D +ΔD, (6)

with WQHR = RQHR/Z2, Uratio = U1/U2, D = (UD/U1)S
and ΔWQHR is the uncertainty of the impedance to the
QHR ratio. ΔUJAWS, ΔUcable and ΔD are approximated
uncertainties related to the components which are used to
calculate the ratio.

The individual uncertainty components are:

• Bridge resolution. The resolution of the bridge is given
by the Type A uncertainty. It is limited by the combined
noise level at the detection point, which is mainly caused
by the noise from the impedance standards (e.g. Johnson
noise of the impedance standard) and the input noise of

the pre-amplifier (0.6 nV
√

Hz
−1

[32]). The resolution of
the bridge is calculated from an Allan variance analysis
with a typical measurement time of 2 min. For a C : C
measurement at 1233 Hz, this yields a Type A uncertainty
of 3 nV V−1.

• JAWS voltage (ΔUJAWS). We estimate an uncertainty
contribution of the JAWS voltage ratio due to possible
crosstalk between the Josephson arrays and the inductance
of the arrays correlated with an improper phase adjust-
ment between compensation currents and pulses. The
crosstalk component is strongly reduced by encapsulating
both Josephson arrays in special designed copper boxes
[15]. At 1233 Hz an error of less than 1 nV V−1 is deduced.
Due to the inductance of the Josephson arrays, typically in
the range from (15.5 to 18.5) nH for the arrays used in this
work, an error contribution must be considered. This error
is linearly increasing with current and frequency [33–35].
Overney et al [20] have shown that the error is strongly
suppressed in the geometric mean of a forward and reverse
ratio. To make a conservative estimate, we claim for the
JAWS voltages in the kHz-range a combined uncertainty
within the limit of 5 nV V−1.

• Cable corrections (ΔUcable). The cables used in the setup
affect the measured value in two ways. First, the magni-
tudes of the JAWS voltages at the impedance inputs differ
from the JAWS on-chip voltages depending on the cable
length and connecting components between the JAWS
arrays and impedance standards. However, this error is

compensated by forward and reverse measurements [20].
The concerned cable correction is the effect of connecting
cables on the 4TP definition. Here, cables on the high
potential ports and low current ports are taken in account.
The uncertainty is deduced from the detected change in a
balanced bridge state when an additional cable of known
length is added to the aforementioned locations inside the
bridge.

• Bridge deviation (ΔM or ΔD). For the impedance ratio,
the bridge deviation error contributes to the term ΔM of
(5). The error emerges mainly from an improper balance
of currents in the high potential arms which affects the
detected voltage values at the low potential ports. For the
ratio of an impedance and a QHR standard, the bridge
deviation error is affected in the already described manner
and appears in the term ΔD of (6). The values for ΔM or
ΔD are determined when the currents in the high potential
ports (IHP) deliberately unoptimized excess the criteria
values of the bridge balance.

• Kelvin network (ΔK). The error of the Kelvin network
affects the output values UD1 and UD2. The error is deter-
mined when deliberately an improper current from the
Kelvin network is injected to the bridge.

3. The INRIM–POLITO electronic digital
impedance bridge

Figure 2 reports the schematic diagram of the INRIM–
POLITO 4TP electronic digital impedance bridge. A detailed
description of a preliminary version of this bridge and its
operating details can be found in [21]. A brief summary of
the bridge’s main components, the changes with respect to the
preliminary version of the bridge network and to the balance
procedure, and the uncertainty considerations are herewith
described.

3.1. Bridge components

The 4TP impedances under comparison are Z1, with ports
HC1, HP1, LC1 and LP1, and Z2, with ports HC2, HP2,
LC2 and LP2. When either Z1 or Z2 is an ACQHR standard,
the device is connected to the bridge by means of a cryo-
genic coaxial probe [36] implementing the triple-connection
scheme. In the following, we shall assume that Z1 is a cali-
brated impedance and Z2 is a possibly uncalibrated one.

The bridge determines the ratio W = Z1/Z2 and is designed
to yield the best accuracy when |W| ≈ 1, for either R : R,
C : C or R : C comparisons (W ≈ 1 in the first two cases, and
W ≈ ± j in the last one).

The bridge is mainly composed of an electronic polyphase
digital sinusoidal waveform synthesizer [37] operating at fre-
quency f , whose channels can be individually adjusted in
magnitude and phase, and of a phase-sensitive detector D
used to detect the bridge balance (Stanford Research SR830
lock-in amplifier). The bridge operating frequency is from
20 Hz to 20 kHz, defined by the specification of the digital
synthesizer.

4
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Figure 2. Coaxial schematic diagram of the INRIM–POLITO electronic digital impedance bridge. The black rectangles represent coaxial
equalizers.
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Figure 3. Magnetotransport measurements of the graphene QHR device. (a) In the overview measurement, the plateau starts around B =
2 T. The obtained transport properties are p-type (holes) charge carrier density of p = 5.5 × 1010 cm−2 and a mobility of μ = 5900 cm2

V−1 s−1. (b) High accuracy measurements with a CCC-bridge verify the accurate quantization at dc at magnetic flux densities between
B = 3.5 T and B = 7 T. Since the minimum of the longitudinal resistivity of ρxx = (−4 ± 24) μΩ is identified at B = 5 T, this point was
chosen as the optimal point of operation also for the AC measurements. The contact pairs for the measurements of ρxx and Rxy are 5 & 7,
and 4 & 5, respectively. The current is applied between contacts 1 and 8. The measurements are performed at a current of ≈38 μA at a
temperature of 4.2 K.

3.2. Bridge network

The detector’s input A is manually switched across the ports
DHP1, DHP2 and LP1; its input B is instead permanently
connected to the port LP2. When D is connected to DHP1
or DHP2, it measures the voltages VDHP1 and VDHP2 which,
through the 1 : 200 feedthrough transformers CT1 and CT2,
are proportional to IHP1 and IHP2, respectively. When D is con-
nected to LP1 it can measure either just VLP1 or the difference
VLP1 − VLP2 in the A − B differential input mode. This is a
significant update with respect to the bridge network described
in [21, figure 2], which improves the balance. The number of
current equalizers has been changed accordingly.

3.3. Balancing procedure

The bridge is balanced and the impedances properly defined
as 4TP impedances when VLP1 = 0, VLP1 − VLP2 = 0 and
VDHP1 = VDHP2 = 0. The details of the balancing procedure
are reported in [21]. To cancel the non-linearity error of the
synthesizer, a measurement is actually composed of two suc-
cessive balances [12, 38], as described also in section 2.2
for the PTB bridge: in the forward (F) configuration, the
impedances are connected as in figure 2; in the reverse (R)
configuration, the two impedances are exchanged at the ports
HP1, HC1, HP2 and HC2, further imposing that the digital
samples used to generate E1 and E2 are exactly the same as
those of the forward configuration, at most shifted in time [21].
This constraint can indeed be fulfilled only when |W| ≈ 1. In
a series of repeated measurements, the balances are performed
in the sequence FRRFFR. . . to partially cancel any first-order
drift [39, 40] of the generated voltages due to temperature
changes.

3.4. Uncertainty considerations and contributing
components

The bridge main uncertainty components are described in
[21, 41]. In addition to those, the following terms have also
been considered in the present work:

• The cable correction ΔW cable [8]. This is given by

ΔWcable

W
≈ −1

2

(
ZHP2YHP2 + ZLC2YLC2

− ZHP1YHP1 − ZLC1YLC1

+ ZQHR
HP YQHR

HP + ZQHR
LC YQHR

LC

)
, (7)

where ZHP2, YHP2, ZLC2, YLC2, ZHP1, YLP1, ZLC1 and YLC1

are the equivalent cable parameters—series impedance
and parallel admittance—of the cables connecting the
bridge to the ports HP and LC of Z2 and Z1, respectively;
and where ZQHR

HP , YQHR
HP , ZQHR

LC and YQHR
LC are the equivalent

cable parameters of the HP and LC cables of the triple
connection when Z1 is an ACQHR (these parameters are
zero for normal impedances).

• The asymmetry error ΔWasym. The synthesizer is pro-
grammed to ensure that the samples synthesizing the
waveforms of E1 and E2 in the forward and reverse
configurations are exactly the same, so that, ideally, for
the source readings it holds Eread

1R = ±Eread
1F and Eread

2R =
Eread

2F (plus for like impedances and minus for quadra-
ture impedances). In practice however, when exchanging
the standards, asymmetries in the two configurations can
lead to different voltages at the high potential ports (e.g.
because the current equalizers are not perfect or because
of temperature changes between the forward and reverse
configurations), thus causing a measurement error.

4. The AC QHR standard

The graphene material and the lithographic fabrication of the
Hall device were realized in the cleanroom facility of the PTB
Braunschweig as described in the literature [42]. The device
is 400 μm wide and about 1600 μm long. Compared to the
standard DC design with typically eight contacts, the number
of contacts was reduced to the minimum of six contacts (see

6
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inset of figure 3(a)) required for the triple connection in the AC
measurement. This design was chosen to minimize capacitive
coupling between the device and its surrounding.

The graphene device is installed into a TO-8 carrier with an
AC specific design that applies a double-shield composed of
electrodes above and below the device that are split into two
parts in the center of the device [43]. The double shield design
may be used to tune the capacitive losses in the device by
applying voltages to the left side of the shield [44]. However, in
this study the left side was kept floating while the right side was
shorted to the low potential side of the Hall bar. The mounted
device was then placed in a 7 T liquid helium-cooled cryomag-
netic system located next to the Josephson impedance bridge.
All six connection lines are coaxial cables with a characteristic
impedance of 75 Ω. From the DC magnetotransport measure-
ments performed in the Josephson impedance lab (figure 3(a)),
the charge carrier density was found to be of p-type at a
relatively low level of p = 5.5× 1010 cm−2. The charge carrier
mobility was on the level of μ = 5900 cm2 V−1 s−1. Despite
the low charge carrier density, the device was found to be
accurately quantized at a magnetic flux density of B = 5 T
at a temperature of 4.2 K when it was measured with the
cryogenic current comparator (CCC) DC resistance bridge.
These measurements were performed using about 30 m of
cable between the CCC bridge and the graphene device. At
this point of operation, ρxx was found to be zero within the
uncertainties (ρxx = (−4 ± 24) μΩ). The measurements of
ΔRxy in figure 3(b) were performed by direct comparison
of the QHR against a 100 Ω primary resistance standard in
the CCC bridge at the contact pair 4 and 5. The longitudinal
resistivity ρxx = R45 − R47 was determined from the resulting
difference of two Hall measurements with the CCC.

5. Temperature-controlled impedance standards

The 4TP impedance standards (beside the ACQHR standard)
used in this work were developed by PTB and by INRIM. The
PTB standards are two 10 nF capacitance standards and one
12.9 kΩ resistance standard (the value is about 15 μΩ Ω−1

off from the DC value of the QHR standard). The two 10 nF
capacitance standards are composed of four 10 nF chip capaci-
tors selected from a batch of commercial standard components
arranged in a series/parallel connection. The time-dependent
drifts of both capacitance standards are less than −2 nF F−1

per day. The drift was evaluated by measurements which are
traceable to PTB’s ACQHR devices over a period of more
than 2 years. The resistance standard is implemented by four
commercially available resistance chips which are connected
in series. The time-dependent drift of this standard is approx-
imately −2.26 nΩ Ω−1 per day. The standard was measured
frequently over almost 3 years with a CCC. The frequency
dependence was determined with an IVD bridge against a well-
known reference resistance to be 0.145 μΩ Ω−1 kHz−1. The
small time-dependent drifts of all three standards do not need
to be considered for the comparison of both impedance bridges
since measurements are typically done within one working
day. Each standard is installed into a thick-walled aluminum

housing. They are hermetically encapsulated by sealing a cop-
per lid with indium. Such a sealed and stiff housing ensures
a pressure dependence of the impedance standards which is
below our measurement capabilities. All standards are located
in the same two-stage thermostat developed and setup at PTB.
The operating temperature of the thermostat is 30 ◦C and the
stability is in the mK range. The thermostat is equipped with
a backup battery to provide a stable temperature even during
transportation to the different calibration laboratories inside
PTB.

The INRIM standard is a 12.9 kΩ resistance standard and
is implemented by a commercially available oil-filled resistor
(Vishay H series). The standard is thermostated and the oper-
ating temperature of the thermostat is 29 ◦C and the stability
is about 10 mK.

6. Results

Figure 4 shows the implementation of the PTB’s and
INRIM–POLITO’s bridges in PTB’s laboratory.

To check the consistency of the impedance bridges, two
types of measurements were performed. The first type is the
ratio measurement involving equal impedances Z1 ≈ Z2: two
10 nF capacitors, two 12.9 kΩ resistors and one 12.9 kΩ resis-
tor versus the ACQHR standard, all performed at 1233.15 Hz
and 2466.3 Hz.

The second type is the quadrature measurement, involving a
resistor and a capacitor in quadrature at a frequency for which
2π fRC ≈ 1. For this measurement type, a 10 nF capacitor is
compared either with a 12.9 kΩ resistor or with the ACQHR,
both performed at 1233.15 Hz, frequency of practical interest
being close to both 1000 Hz and 1592 Hz (10 krad s−1). These
frequencies are the typical adopted values for the representa-
tion of the farad at national metrology institutes [45] and at
the BIPM [46], and as mandatory frequencies in international
intercomparisons [47].5

The impedance standards employed in the bridge assess-
ment, introduced in sections 4 and 5, are listed in table 1.

Further, using the ratio measurement between 12.9 kΩ and
RQHR, and the two quadrature measurements between 10 nF
and RQHR as well as 12.9 kΩ and 10 nF, the triangle in figure 5
can be closed and the result should be zero in an ideal case.
Any deviation from zero is a sign of unaccounted systematic
effects.

The results of the comparison between the two bridges are
reported in table 2.

The first and second columns report the measured quan-
tity. The value of the working frequency f is reported in
the third column for each configuration. The fourth and fifth
columns report the results from the PTB Josephson impedance
bridge and the INRIM–POLITO electronic digital bridge,
respectively. These results are both corrected for the drifts of
the temperature-controlled standards, according to the drift
coefficients given in section 5. Finally, the column labeled δ
reports the differences between the corresponding results. All

5 The moderate frequency shift gives a very small capacitance change (at the
level of 1 × 10−7 or lower) if performed on low-loss capacitors [48, 49].
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Figure 4. Implementation of the digital bridges developed by PTB (left) and INRIM–POLITO (right) in the PTB’s laboratory.

Table 1. Impedance standards involved in the bridge assessment.

Name Standard type Value Productor

R1 Resistance 12.9 kΩ PTB
R2 Resistance 12.9 kΩ INRIM
RQHR Resistance ACQHR PTB
C1 Capacitance 10 nF PTB
C2 Capacitance 10 nF PTB

the uncertainties are estimated separately for each bridge as
described in detail in sections 2.3 and 3.4. They are reported
with a coverage factor k = 1.

The last row reports the result of the triangle measurement
performed among RQHR, R1 and C2 at 1233 Hz as repre-
sented by the diagram in figure 5. The capacitance standard
C2 is first calibrated against R1, which is in turn calibrated
against the ACQHR standard RQHR. Then, C2 is directly cali-
brated against RQHR. The results of the two calibrations of C2

are then compared and the deviation of the combined ratios
(RQHR/R1)(R1C2)/(RQHRC2) from one is considered as a figure
of merit.

The values of δ for each comparison are also shown in
graphical form in figure 6. The uncertainty bars are drawn
with the coverage factor k = 1. The blue band shows the 10−7

uncertainty level.
From the values of δ, all the measurements are compatible

within the combined uncertainty with k = 1, except C1/C2 − 1
at 1233.15 Hz and 1/(2π fRQHRC2) − 1, which are compati-
ble within the expanded uncertainty (k = 2). The uncertainty
reported for the measurement C1/C2 − 1 at 2466.30 Hz per-
formed by the INRIM–POLITO’s bridge is greater than that of
the other measurements because the current equalization was
not yet well optimized as in the other configurations.

Figure 5. Diagram of the triangle measurement performed among
RQHR, R1 and C2 at 1233 Hz.

Some of the measurements were affected by larger tem-
perature instability in the laboratory and in those cases the
larger deviation between the two bridge measurements can be
attributed to this. We can thus expect an even better compati-
bility in a temperature-controlled environment.

For the triangle measurements, the deviation measured with
both impedance bridges is below four parts in 108 and for the
INRIM–POLITO’s bridge this can be assumed as zero within
uncertainties. For the PTB’s bridge, a deviation of two parts
in 108 remains even when subtracting the uncertainties. This
suggests unaccounted effects either in the ACQHR or in the
bridge setup, especially for what concerns the cable correction
and needs further investigation. However, the results obtained
by both institutes agree well within the calculated combined
uncertainties.

8
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Table 2. Summary results of the comparison. All the uncertainties are reported with a coverage factor k = 1.

Quantity f /Hz PTB INRIM–POLITO δ Unit

A C1/C2 − 1 1233.15 2.506(7) 2.731(111) −0.225(114) μF F−1

B C1/C2 − 1 2466.30 3.265(9) 3.292(221) −0.027(221) μF F−1

C R2/R1 − 1 1233.15 −21.633(9) −21.564(102) −0.069(103) μΩ Ω−1

D R2/R1 − 1 2466.30 −21.808(11) −21.772(108) −0.036(109) μΩ Ω−1

E 2π fR1C1 − 1 1233.15 10.311(9) 10.322(121) −0.011(121) μΩ Ω−1

F RQHR/R1 − 1 1233.15 −7.734(9) −7.773(102) 0.039(103) μΩ Ω−1

G 1/(2π fRQHRC2) − 1 1233.15 0.266(9) 0.129(137) 0.137(116) μΩ Ω−1

H 2π fR1C2 − 1 1233.15 7.504(9) 7.620(118) −0.116(118) μΩ Ω−1

I (RQHR/R1)(R1C2)/(RQHRC2) − 1 1233.15 0.036(16) 0.024(194) 0.012(195) μΩ Ω−1

Figure 6. Values of δ according to table 2. The uncertainty bars are
drawn with the coverage factor k = 1. The blue band shows the
10−7 uncertainty level.

The comparisons were thus performed at an uncertainty
level comparable with that of top-level international capaci-
tance intercomparisons [47].

7. Conclusions and outlook

We presented the results of a comparison performed at
PTB between the digital bridges developed by PTB and
INRIM–POLITO, based on Josephson and electronic wave-
form synthesizers, respectively. The useful onsite compari-
son was possible thanks to the easy transportability of the
INRIM–POLITO’s impedance bridge. Potentially, also the
PTB’s Josephson impedance bridge can be transported, but
indeed it needs liquid helium to work. There is thus a signif-
icant advantage of digital bridges beyond their measurement
capabilities. The comparison was performed with both like
(R : R and C : C) and quadrature (R : C) impedances at 1 : 1
magnitude ratio. This choice of the magnitude ratio was nec-
essary to achieve an optimal and competitive uncertainty with
the INRIM–POLITO’s electronic digital bridge. The working
frequencies were chosen to be close to the values typically
adopted for the representation of the farad in international
intercomparisons [47].

The comparison showed good compatibility between the
results obtained with the two impedance bridges. The resulted

uncertainty level is comparable with that of top-level interna-
tional capacitance intercomparisons.

The Josephson bridge has indeed an uncertainty which is an
order of magnitude less than that of the electronic bridge, and
can operate with the lowest uncertainty over a wide range of
impedance ratios. The electronic digital bridge is an affordable
impedance bridge capable of calibrating like and quadrature
impedance standards, including ACQHR standards, in the 1 : 1
magnitude ratio with an uncertainty of about one part in 107

(k = 1), suitable for primary impedance metrology.
A realization uncertainty of the farad unit at the level of one

part in 107 can endorse a calibration activity of artifact capaci-
tance standards and meters with uncertainties comparable with
those of the best presently available calibration services [46].

The comparison scheme makes δ independent of a possible
apparent frequency dependence of the Hall resistance. The fre-
quency dependence of optimized graphene devices is expected
to be smaller than in traditional GaAs ones [50] and will be the
focus of future studies.

Further comparisons can be undertaken by measuring the
same impedance standards and QHR sample at different
institutes.
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